
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Seniors Summer CongDate: 10.07.15 Venue: Winter Gardens, Eastbourne
TD's: Eddie Williams, Phil Green, Steve Foster, Matt Johnson, Colin Simcox, Kathy Williams 

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 41 Yes 43 No 2

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 45 Probably 37 Unlikely 4 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
56 Venue 11
49 Playing conditions 10
50 Schedule 14
60 Competition format 5
70 Directors/Organisation 5
30 Catering/refreshments 16
54 Pre-congress service 3

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 32 Earlier finish 23 Longer intervals 3

Later start 1 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 18

Total Returns 84
Number of attendees 282

Comments
Lighting needs to be improved x12
Loos could do with refurbishing x3
Earlier start/finish Saturday - 1.30? x4
Longer dinner break needed x2
Too expensive and hopeless prizes x2
Percentages not showing on bridgemates - this slowed things down as players
scrolled through all the results x2
The Tournament mobile was switched off at the start x1
Some players were late returning for the Swiss Pairs - TD did not announce the time 
of the re-start x1
More information needed in the Diary - not every one has a computer x1
Prefer the timings in Torquay x1
No hand records were available after the first half of the A Final x1
The Host, Paul Hackett, was excellent x1
The air-con will need to be improved for the Summer Meeting with more players
present x1
TD came in for some un-necessary abuse from two players who should know better x1
Scrap the tea breaks x1
Like the timings for this event x1
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